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The English Vowel [L] 

In pronouncing the English [L] the back of the tongue is raised still higher 
towards the soft palate than in pronouncing the English [P], the tongue is more 
retracted. The English [L] is more retracted and close than the English [P]. A large 
resonance chamber is formed in the front part of the mouth cavity. The tip of the 
tongue is retracted from the lower teeth (fig. 2.30). 

In articulating the English [L] the lips are noticeably rounded, leaving a smaller 
opening than that for the English [P]. 

The English [L] is a long tense labialized back open vowel phoneme of the 
narrow variety. 

The sound of the English [L] resembles the Ukrainian [O], but the English [L] 
is more back and open. 

The position of the lips for the English [L] also differs from that for the 
Ukrainian [O]. 

 

 Fig. 2.30. 
 Tongue-position: 

   English [L] 
   English [P] 

 

 

 
 
   Fig 2.31. 

   Lip-position of English [L] 

 

In forming the English [L] the lips are not protruded, the opening between them 

is smaller. 

In producing the English [L] the tongue is retracted, a rather big resonance 

chamber is formed in the front part of the mouth cavity. Owing to the protrusion of 

the lips in pronouncing the Ukrainian [O] the 

resonance chamber is also increased in the front 

part of the mouth (fig. 2.32). 
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 Fig. 2.32. 
   Tongue-position: 

   English [L] 
   Ukrainian [O] 

 
 

 

To pronounce the English [L] correctly one may start from the Ukrainian [O], 

retracting the tongue and keeping the lips in a position of open rounding but without 

any protrusion. The distance between the jaws must be approximately the same for 

the two vowels. 

Many students whose native language is Ukrainian, tend to make the English 

[L] too front and close. 

To avoid this mistake the above described difference between the sounds is to 

be observed. 
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